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Abstract

We obtain a supergravity solution arising when D6-branes are wrapped on coassocia-

tive four-cycles of constant curvature in seven manifolds of G2 holonomy. The solutions

preserve two supercharges and thus represent supergravity duals of three dimensional

Yang-Mills with N = 1 supersymmetry. When uplifted to eleven dimensions our solution

describes M-theory on the background of an eight manifold with Spin(7) holonomy.
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An interesting possibility to construct gravity duals of field theories with low super-

symmetry is that provided by branes wrapped on supersymmetric cycles. As cycles will

not in general have covariantly constant spinors, supersymmetry will only be preserved

after an identification of the spin connection on the cycle with some external R-symmetry

gauge fields; this identification defines a topologically twisted supersymmetric field theory

[1] (a detailed classification of different twists can be found in [2]). The way the cycle is

embedded in a higher dimensional manifold determines the amount of preserved super-

symmetry. When the number of branes is large, the uplifts to ten or eleven dimensions

of the solutions, found in an adequate gauged supergravity, represent a gravity dual de-

scription of field theories with reduced supersymmetry. The case originally considered

by Maldacena and Núñez [3, 4] was that of fivebranes and D3-branes wrapped on holo-

morphic curves, and has been applied in a series of related works to different dimension

branes wrapped on diverse supersymmetric cycles [5]-[12].

In [9], Edelstein and Núñez studied a configuration of D6-branes wrapping holomor-

phic two-cycles and special Lagrangian three-cycles. When the size of the cycles is taken

to zero, their solutions represent respectively a supergravity description of the infrared

dynamics of five dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, or four dimensional

Yang-Mills with N = 1 supersymmetry. D6-branes wrapping an S3 in T ∗S3 had pre-

viously been proposed to be dual through a conifold transition to a type IIA geometry

with the D6-branes replaced by RR fluxes on the blown up S2 [13]. However, a bet-

ter understanding of this duality came in terms of M-theory on a seven manifold of G2

holonomy [14], where it corresponds to an S3 flop transition [15] (see also [16]-[30] for

further recent developments). These results were extended by Gomis in [19], where it was

argued how compactifications of M-theory on manifolds with reduced holonomy arise as

the local eleven dimensional description of D6-branes wrapped on supersymmetric cycles

in manifolds of lower dimension and with a different holonomy group. The authors of

[9] explicitly reproduced the geometry of a manifold with G2 holonomy and of the small

resolution of the conifold when uplifting to eleven dimensions the solutions they found

in eight dimensional maximal gauged supergravity, which is the natural arena to perform

twisting for D6-branes.

The purpose of this letter is to use the approach of [9] to study one of the lifts consid-

ered in [19], namely D6-branes wrapped on a coassociative four-cycle in a seven manifold
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of G2 holonomy, which were shown to lift to M-theory on an eight manifold with Spin(7)

holonomy group. Coassociative four-cycles are supersymmetric cycles preserving 1/16

supersymmetry. Therefore, a collection of D6-branes wrapped on a coassocitive cycle will

lead to a three dimensional gauge theory with N = 1 supersymmetry.

In this letter we will construct a supergravity solution corresponding to D6-branes

wrapped on a coassociative four-cycle, which represents a supergravity dual of a three

dimensional gauge theory with two supercharges. The lift to eleven dimensions of this

solution, following an argument identical to that in [9], is then shown to correspond to

an M-theory background which is a direct product of three dimensional Minkowski space

and a manifold with Spin(7) holonomy. In order to do so, we will first shortly review

maximal gauged supergravity in eight dimensions.

Maximal gauged supergravity in eight dimensions was constructed by Salam and Sez-

gin [31] through Scherk-Schwarz compactification [32] of eleven dimensional supergravity

on an SU(2) group manifold. The field theory content in the gravity sector of the theory 1

consists of the metric gµν , a dilaton Φ, five scalars given by a unimodular 3×3 matrix Li
α

in the coset SL(3,R)/SO(3) and an SU(2) gauge potential Ai
µ, besides from the pseudo

Majorana spinors ψµ and χi on the fermion side.

The Lagrangian for the bosonic fields is given, in κ = 1 units, by

e−1L =
1

4
R −

1

4
e2ΦF i

µνF
µν i −

1

4
Pµ ijP

µ ij −
1

2
(∂µΦ)2 −

g2

16
e−2Φ(TijT

ij −
1

2
T 2), (1)

with e the determinant of the achtbein ea
µ and F i

µν the Yang-Mills field strenght. The

Cartan decomposition of the SL(3,R)/SO(3) coset defines the symmetric and traceless

quantity Pµ ij , as well as its antisymmetric counterpart, Qµ ij,

Pµ ij +Qµ ij ≡ Lα
i (∂µδ

β
α − g ǫαβγA

γ
µ)Lβ j, (2)

which depends on the scalars parameterizing the coset and on the SU(2) gauge fields.

The potential energy associated to the scalar fields is given by the T -tensor

T ij ≡ Li
αL

j
βδ

αβ, (3)

1The fields arising from reduction of the eleven dimensional three-form are a scalar B, three vector
fields Bi

1, three two-forms Bi
2 and a three-form B3. However, we will only consider pure gravitational

solutions of the eleven dimensional theory, so that all B fields can be set to zero.
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and T ≡ Tijδ
ij . Note that curved directions are labelled by greek indices, while flat

ones are labelled by latin, and that µ, a = 0, 1, . . . , 7 are spacetime coordinates, while

α, i = 8, 9, 10 are in the group manifold.

Bosonic solutions to the equations of motion,

Rµν = Pµ ijP
ij

ν + 2∂µΦ∂νΦ + 2e2ΦF i
µγF

γi
ν −

1

3
gµν∇

2Φ,

∇µ(e2ΦF µνi) = −e2ΦP ij
µ F

µν
j − g gνγǫijkPγ jlT

l
k ,

∇µP
µ ij = −

2

3
δij∇2Φ + e2ΦF i

µνF
µν j +

g2

2
e−2ΦΘij , (4)

with Θij a combination of the T-tensor

Θij ≡ T i
kT

jk −
1

2
TT ij −

1

2
δij(TklT

kl −
1

2
T 2), (5)

preserve supersymmetry if the supersymmetry variations for the fermions vanish,

δψγ = Dγǫ+
1

24
eΦF i

µνΓi(Γ
µν

γ − 10δ µ
γ Γν)ǫ−

g

288
e−ΦǫijkΓ

ijkΓγTǫ = 0,

δχi =
1

2
(Pµ ij +

2

3
δij∂µΦ)ΓjΓµǫ−

1

4
eΦFµν iΓ

µνǫ−
g

8
e−Φ(Tij −

1

2
δijT )ǫjklΓklǫ = 0, (6)

where the covariant derivative is

Dµǫ = ∂µǫ+
1

4
ωab

µ Γabǫ+
1

4
Qµ ijΓ

ijǫ. (7)

A convenient representation for the Clifford algebra will be

Γa = γa × 11, Γi = γ9 × σi, (8)

where γ9 = iγ0γ1 . . . γ7, so that γ2
9 = 11, and σi are Pauli matrices. Furthermore, it will

prove useful to introduce Γ9 ≡
1

6i
ǫijkΓ

ijk = γ9 × 11.

In this letter we are going to consider D6-branes wrapped on a coassociative four-cycle

S4 in a seven manifold of G2 holonomy. The spin connection for the coassociative four-

cycle is SO(4). When we wrap the D6-branes on the four-cycle the SO(1, 6) × SO(3)R

symmetry group of the unwrapped branes splits as SO(1, 2) × SO(4) × SO(3)R. The

twisting is performed by identifying the structure group of the normal bundle, SO(3)R,

with SU(2)L in SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. This leads to a pure gauge theory in three

dimensions with two supercharges. There are no scalars [19] because the bundle of anti
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self-dual two-forms is trivial (which amounts to taking the four-sphere rigid as a coasso-

ciative submanifold [33]).

In order to describe the deformation on the worldvolume of the D6-brane we will

choose the metric ansatz

ds2 = e2fdx2

1,2 + dr2 + e2hds2

4, (9)

where the four-sphere metric will be taken as de Sitter’s metric on S4,

ds2

4 =
a4

(a2 + ξ2)2
(dξ2 + ξ2(ω2

1 + ω2

2 + ω2

3)), (10)

with ωi the left-invariant one-forms on SU(2) as a group manifold. The parameter a is

the diameter of the four-sphere, and will be later on identified with the instanton size.

From the structure equations, the O(4) connections ωab of S4 can be easily shown to be

ω4 i+4 =
a2 − ξ2

a2 + ξ2
ωi, ω67 = ω1, ω75 = ω2, ω56 = ω3. (11)

The twisting amounts to an identification of the spin connection with the R-symmetry.

In this case, it is possible to get rid of the scalars Li
α,

Li
α = δi

α, (12)

so that

Pij = 0, Qij = −gǫijkA
k. (13)

Thus, the twisting is performed by turning on an SU(2) gauge field obtained by identifying

the self-dual combinations of the spin connection on S4 with Qij , A
1 = −1

g
(−ω45 − ω67)

(+ cyclic), where −ω45 − ω67 (+ cyclic) are self-dual combinations of the spin connection

on S4 2. The gauge field is then that for the charge one SU(2) instanton on S4,

A =
1

g

a2

a2 + ξ2
i ωiσ

i. (14)

Imposing the projections on a coassociative cycle [34]

γ−45ǫ = Γ23ǫ, γ−46ǫ = Γ31ǫ, γ−47ǫ = Γ12ǫ, (15)

2This construction is simply related to the fact that the instanton with unit second Chern number is
the Hopf fibration of S7.
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and

γ+

abǫ = 0, (16)

where the minus and plus signs refer to anti self-dual and self-dual parts, respectively,

and a, b = 4, 5, 6, 7, as well as

γrǫ = −iγ9ǫ, (17)

together with (14) for the gauge field, leads the BPS equations to

f ′ =
Φ′

3
= −

1

ga2
eΦ−2h +

g

8
e−Φ,

h′ =
2

ga2
eΦ−2h +

g

8
e−Φ. (18)

After the change of variables

r(ρ) =
(ga3)1/2

2

√

3

5

[2

3
ρ

2/3

2F1

[

−
9

20
,
1

4
,
11

20
;
l10/3

ρ10/3

]

+ 3l3/2
Γ

(

− 9

20

)

Γ
(

3

4

)

10Γ
(

3

10

)

]

, (19)

a solution to the BPS equations can be shown to be

e2Φ = (ga)3

(

3

20

)3

ρ3

(

1 −
l10/3

ρ10/3

)3/2

, e2h = ga
27

400
ρ3

(

1 −
l10/3

ρ10/3

)1/2

, (20)

where l10/3 is an integration constant.

The lift to eleven dimensions of this solution, using the elfbein in [31], leads to 3

ds2
11 = dx2

1,2 +
dρ2

(

1 − l10/3

ρ10/3

) +
9

100
ρ2

(

1 −
l10/3

ρ10/3

)

(ω̃i −Ai)2 +
9

20
ρ2ds2

4, (21)

which is the metric of a Spin(7) holonomy manifold [35, 36] 4, with the topology of an R4

bundle over S4.

We have thus been able to reproduce, by studying the M-theory description of a config-

uration of D6-branes wrapped on a coassociative submanifold, the metric constructed in

3It is immediate to check that the simpler solution e2Φ = g2a2/20 r2, e2h = r2 to the system of equa-
tions (18), when lifted to eleven dimensions, reproduces a solution which is three dimensional Minkowski
space times a metric whose level surfaces r = constant tend to the homogeneus squashed Einstein metric
on the seven-sphere, as already noted in [36] concerning the large ρ limit of (21).

4See also [37]-[39] for different approaches to this metric.
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[35, 36] for an eight manifold with Spin(7) holonomy. This was one of the lifts already pro-

posed in [19], where it was shown how there is an M-theory realization involving Spin(7)

holonomy of the strong coupling description of D6-branes wrapped on a coassociative

cycle.

Recently new explicit metrics on complete non compact Riemann eight manifolds with

Spin(7) holonomy have been constructed [40]. As a difference with the previously known

metric of [35, 36], the ones found in [40] exhibit an asymptotically locally conical behavior.

It would be interesting to understand this feature and to reproduce the metrics using a

lift to eleven dimensions of some eight dimensional supergravity solution.
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